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Abstract

Our workshop focuses on the scientific basis and engineering practices of natural
microporous materials (NMM). The scientific understanding is important for prediction
of long-term NMM behavior in engineering barriers and waste sorbent fixation, and
improvements in design of their fabrication and modification. This particular contribution
to ARW deals with those aspects of application of NMM which are projected for a
millennial horizon of the environmental protection.

Inorganic microporous sorbents are characterized by microcrystalline and
multiporous structures, and well developed specific surface area. Though the NMM
possess excellent sorption properties, their natural physico-mechanical form usually limits
their application in technological processes such as packed-bed columns because their
poor mechanical properties results in clogging the column with pulverized NMM
particles. Further, because they are generally sensitive to strong acidic and alkali media, in
practice of the fifties and sixties they were replaced by synthetic polymeric materials.
However, due to their thermal and radiation stability, compressing strength, steadiness
towards the freezing/thawing and wetting/drying cycles, they have received increasing
interest in the long-term hazardous waste treatment both in situ and plant performance. To
improve mechanic properties of crystals, the solid carriers such as cellulose and carbon, or
binders like the organic polymers are applied. By surface modification of the sorbents also
their affinity towards non-polar substances of the sort of oil can be improved. The low
leaching and corrosion resistance is of crucial importance for long-term deposition of
toxic pollutants. Transformation of spent NMM sorbents to solid blocks by cementation
and vitrification, but in specific case of some alumosilicates also the collapse of crystal
interlayers, makes the sorption and mass transfer of pollutants practically irreversible.
Hence, the properties, abundance and industrial availability of NMM make them a unique,
strategic material for design of environmental security.

Artificial formation of composites and both inorganic and organic complexes of
NMM is applied for:
(1) field barriers, fills or supporting structures,
(2) reagents and organic coating supports,
(3) granules, pellets and column packings,
(4) additives to cementitious fixation matrices, and
(5) glass formulations.

In natural conditions, by application of NMM backfills in mixtures with soil and
ground, and in mortars and grouts, the complexes of NMM with natural organic
components, namely humic substances, play important role in modification of their
sorption properties and immobilization of pollutants.
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NMM appear to be the most promising candidate for use as a material to construct
in situ non-permeable zone and are widely used for the treatment of radioactive waste
liquids and gases. NMM have marked superiority over commercially available cation
exchange organic resins due to high cation exchange capability, thermal, radiolytic, and
the possibility of transformation to stable ceramics and compatibility with cement. Though
the potential exists for clay minerals to alter over long periods of time if in contact with
this concrete, the clays have a substantial buffering capacity to neutralize much of the
alkalis potentially released from concrete in a vault. NMM, the zeolites and their zeotypes
in particular, can replace sand materials that are used in the cement formulations. As the
cement additives, they not only rise the compressive strength of waste form, but also
decrease the leachability of waste form. Glass-bonded NMM are being developed as a
potential ceramic waste form for the disposition of radionuclides.

Though positive achievements were obtained in many practical applications, it is
required a fundamental understanding of the behavior of composite systems at long ages
performance, as well as of the chemistry, microstructure and mass transfer of the waste
species. The high-tech material science approach, known from the design of "true"
construction composites, to NMM is still in embryonic stage, when their modification
concerns. Such properties as microcrystalline structure and controlled porosity,
transformation to ceramic matrices and magnetic beads should be better understood and
designed. The realization of these capabilities may revolutionize the role of NMM in
environmental cleaning processes over the next decades. Better and cheaper leach tests,
such as SIMS and small-angle particle scattering, are needed to quicker and cost effective
screening of NMM composites and their performance.

An overview of the different problems to be solved is presented and about 200 of
selected papers in the field are reviewed, comprehensively from the last two decades.
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